LC100
LIFT CONTROL

ABOUT
US
MLC electronic d.o.o. has been settled in 1997 as a producer of
electrical equipment for elevators. Production is based on our
own development of microprocessor control systems.
We provide complete solutions for elevators in a wide pallete of
possibilities for new lifts as well as for lift modernizations. Our
policy is to provide customers with customized solutions and to
take care about energy efficiency.
There have been more than 20 000 lift control systems and more
than 1500 complete elevators installed worldwide since 1997.

INTRODUCTION

LC100
SYSTEM
LC100 is a modular microprocessor control system for elevators using CAN bus communication.
It is possible to control up to 8 elevators in multiplex mode, each up to 40 stations driving up to
4.0 m/s. Communication between modules is established with robust CAN bus using the latest
designed CAN communication technology.
The system is produced by Surface Mount Technology. All modules must pass all quality
tests: electrical test of the circuit boards before mounting, functional test after production,
temperature test and load test.
Basic properties:
Universal application for all lift types with adjustable user-specific parameters and monitoring
possibilities locally by mobile LCD terminal and PC or remotely over the Internet. LCD terminal
can be connected to each LC100 board on CAN bus, including COP and LOPs.
Different door operators with differentiating the A and B side for all calls, short station gaps,
several leveling types, 4 fire zones, filling and emptying the building.
Different call processing algorithms with center of gravity and energy saving. Cabin, pit
and shaft lighting and ventilation with energy saving system.
Different positioning systems including absolute positioning.
Integrated charge measurement.
Plug & play connectors between modules: COP, LOPs, charge measurement, inverter, revision
box, external doors. Universal pre-wired travelling cable. All connections in the pit are pre-wired.
Possible connection of CAN OPEN or CAN OPEN LIFT components.
Small module dimensions for 120 mm wide cabinet, suitable for MRL elevators.

The system is certified for following standards:
EN 81-1:1998+A3:2009, EN 81-2:1998+A3:2009, EN 12015,
EN 12016, EN 55011, EN 61000-4-2, EN 61000-4-3,
EN 61000-4-4, EN 61000-4-5, EN 61000-4-6, EN 61000-4-11
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LC100
ModulES

LC100-C
is the main LC100
system control board
LC100-C

LC100-K is input/output board for cabin
with 21 inputs and 8 transistor outputs
LC100-K

LC100-Z is battery
charger board also
used for connecting
cabin safety circuit
signals, door power,
door management
and alarm pushbutton
LC100-Z

LC100-S Safety board used to connect elements of the safety circuit, drive shaft light, traveling cable voice announcement
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LC100
ModulES
LC100-B is
CAN/CAN bridge board
LC100-B

LC100-K2 is input/output
board for cabin with 16
inputs, 5 transistor outputs
and 3 relay outputs
LC100-K2

LC100-VFD is CAN/CAN bridge board
with phase sequence control, 4 relay
outputs and speed/direction indicator
LC100-VFD

LC100-SR is safety board for safety
circuit elements connection with 4
transistor outputs and 4 relay outputs
LC100-SR
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LC100
Modules

LC100-J is
input-output board
with 8 input/output pins
LC100-J

[LC100-E08S]

LC100-E3 is
input-output board
with 16 inputs/outputs,
emergency light and alarm
pushbutton connectivity
LC100-E3

[LC100-E16C]

LC100-E3.1
is input-output
board with 16
inputs/outputs
LC100-E4
is input-output
board with 16
inputs/outputs,
4 inputs and
8 outputs
LC100-E3.1

LC100-E4

[LC100-E16S]

[LC100-E28S]

LC100-T is
board with 8 relay outputs
LC100-R is
board with 4 relay outputs
LC100-T
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LC100-R
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LC100-PL
is battery
charger board

LC100
Modules

LC100-PL

LC100-BAT is
battery charger
board with battery
capacity measurement
(to be used together with
LC100-GSM and/or LC100-HF)
LC100-BAT

LC100-W2 is voice
announcement board
LC100-HF is handsfree
voice communication board
LC100-W2

LC100-HF

LC100-ENC
is board for incremental
encoder signals connection
LC100-V2 is load
measurement board
LC100-ENC

LC100-V2
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LC100
Modules

LC100-G is
communication board
for ethernet connection
with PC monitoring system
LC100-G

LC100-GSM is
GSM modem board for
emergency voice calls and
connection with monitoring
mobile application over the Internet
LC100-GSM

LC100-D is mobile
LCD terminal for LC100 system
configuration and monitoring
LC100-D2 and LC100-D3 are
mobile TFT-LCD terminals for LC100
system configuration and monitoring
LC100-D3

LC100
monitoring system
PC application for
LC100 system remote
configuration and monitoring
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LC100-D / LC100-D2
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DISPLAYS
LC100-M5-R

LC100-M5-B

LC100-M5-W

LC100-M6-R

LC100-M6-B

LC100-M6-W

[46x39 mm]

[40x40 mm]

[46x39 mm]

[46x39 mm]

[40x40 mm]

[40x40 mm]

DOT
MATRIX
LC100-M8-R

LC100-M8-B

[60x40 mm]

[60x40 mm]

LC100-M8-W
[60x40 mm]

LC100-L2 is
5” TFT LCD display board
with functions of W2 board
LC100-L1

LC100-L2

[2.8“]

[5“]

LC100-L3 is
7” TFT LCD display board with
functions of E3/E3.1 and W2 boards

TFT
LC100-L3
[7“]
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CONFIGURATIONS
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CONFIGURATIONS
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